The goal of this paper is to propose a novel modeling framework to help project managers devise optimal workforce assignments that consider both short-and long-term aspects of projects that must be completed through a multiorganizational social network. The proposed framework is comprised of an evaluation module and an assignment module. Each time a workforce assignment is performed, the Decision Evolution Procedure of the evaluation module first calculates the position value between each pair of currently available workforce members based on various social networking parameters such as trustworthiness, influence, reputation, and proximity. Second, by using these position values, the Extended Regular Equivalence Evaluation algorithm from the evaluation module computes the regular and structural equivalence values between each pair of workforce members. Finally, the assignment module selects an optimal workforce mix that maximizes both the short-term performance (productivity) as well as the long-term performance (workforce training, and robustness) of the project organizations. Agent-based simulation and multi-objective optimization techniques are leveraged for the evaluation module and the assignment module, respectively. The proposed framework is illustrated and successfully demonstrated using the software enhancement request process in Kuali, a multi-organizational alliance-based software development project involving 12 universities.
Introduction
Advances in recent years in communication media (i.e., fiberoptic communications, satellites, and increased availability of telephone and Internet), technology (i.e., easier and less costly transportation of goods and knowledge), and organization policies on national as well as international collaboration (i.e., freedom of exchange of goods and capital) have led to a marked rise in the globalization of many industries. As a result, economies, societies, and cultures have become integrated through a globe-spanning network of communication and trade. 1 An important consequence of this, especially in the areas of information systems and software development, has been the emergence of opportunities and challenges for organizations to collaborate and form work groups with members of other organizations who are geographically dispersed. [2] [3] [4] Companies operating in the software development area can especially benefit by the formation of work groups with members from globally distributed locations resulting in decreased development costs, access to a larger skill pool, proximity to customers, and 24-hour development by dispersing software development tasks among several remote development centers. 5, 6 At the same time however, efficient workforce assignment is quite challenging and plays a crucial role in determining the success of the distributed software development process. This is especially the case when there are many tasks/projects (ranging from small projects to major software development projects) that must be completed across a complex multi-organizational social network that includes a broad range of stakeholders (e.g., upper level managers, and members of the functional, development, and testing teams). The effective assignment of the labor force, leading to the minimization of workforce idle time, improvement of workforce utilization, and increase in profits become even more significant if the industry is facing challenges due to rapid product changes, service diversity, and accelerated process innovation, as is the case with software development.
Previous research on the workforce assignment problem has suggested solutions that typically emphasize satisfaction of the requirements of the project (i.e., timely completion of the project, modularity, overall functionality, etc.) or the workload of the individuals. For instance, recent research by Vidic 7 and Nembhard and Norman 8 examine the effect of individual worker's learning and forgetting on workforce assignment. Vidic 7 in particular, identifies the differences in workers' performance when the tasks are completed on their steady-state productivity rate versus when productivity rates vary based on learning and forgetting characteristics of individuals. The focus of this research was on maximization of throughput. Several other studies investigate the same problem of effective matching of work groups to projects considering cross-training strategies as shown by Hopp, 9 labor flexibility from Cesani, 10 and different programs for workload balancing by Askin and Huang, 11 with a focus on process output. As such, even though the assignment of workforce to appropriate projects has been studied in the literature from various technical perspectives (i.e., the effect of individual worker's learning, cross-training strategies of the workforce, and workload balancing, as just discussed), only a few of these studies have considered the social aspects associated with the management of team composition. Given that social aspects are extremely important, especially when tasks are complex and require coordination of projects that are globally distributed, workforce assignment should take the social aspects related with the workforce into account.
In this study, the high-stakes problem of effective workforce assignment in a globally distributed software development project is addressed by considering the underlying complex social network of its employees (i.e., relations of one developer to another) in addition to its technical implications (i.e., the workload of each individual developer). To this end, the proposed research aims to extend the literature on workforce assignment, especially in the globally distributed software development industry, with a novel integrated simulation modeling framework. This framework will help managers conduct the best possible matching of workgroups in terms of maximized profit, incorporating both the short-tem (e.g., productivity of projects) and long-term (e.g., workforce training, robustness of the organization against potential departure of key personnel) benefits to a project occurring in a multiorganizational setting. Specifically, a position metric is defined based on mutual trustworthiness, influence, reputation and proximity in order to determine the equivalence values of each employee in his/her own social network. Experiments have been designed to test the impact of adopting the framework on various aspects of project management. Results demonstrate that multi-organizational project networks are able to achieve a balance between their long-term and shortterm interests by using the proposed framework tool for workforce assignment.
The proposed framework is comprised of two modules: the evaluation module and the assignment module. Each time a workforce assignment is to be made, the Decision Evolution Procedure (DEP) of the evaluation module first calculates the position value between each pair of currently available workforce members based on various social networking parameters such as trustworthiness, influence, reputation, and proximity. Second, by using these position values, the Extended Regular Equivalence Evaluation (EREE) algorithm of the evaluation module computes the regular and structural equivalence values between each pair of workforce members. Finally, the assignment module selects an optimal workforce mix that maximizes both the short-term performance (productivity) as well as the long-term performance (workforce training, and robustness of the organization) of the project organizations based on their equivalence values. A multi-objective optimization model is employed for the assignment module. For the evaluation module, an agent-based simulation model is developed to represent the social network under consideration.
Construction of the evaluation and assignment modules of the proposed framework requires quantitative data and functional relationships among the current network members, project productivity (a metric for short-term performance), and future network robustness (after executing projects based on workforce assignments). To this end, we discuss a few functional relationships (indicating various characteristics of organizations) between total relational network equivalence and productivity, and current and future network robustness, which we argue are affected by several factors such as trustworthiness and influence.
To demonstrate the validity and enhance the credibility of our work, the proposed modeling framework is illustrated with a software enhancement request process in Kuali, an alliance-based open source software development project involving 12 universities and the 46 technical and administrative personnel working on the project (see http://www.kuali.org/) The results obtained from the proposed workforce framework with consideration of position are compared to the results obtained from both workload based assignment and the workforce assignment techniques proposed by Celik et al. 12 that consider the underlying social network from a relational and structural embeddedness perspective. The effectiveness of the proposed framework is demonstrated for the enhancement request process of Kuali in particular, and for various other organizations and organizational networks that focus on globally distributed software development in general.
Background and Literature Survey
In this section, we first review the recent literature addressing the problem of workforce assignment from various social networking perspectives on a comparative basis. Next, we provide a brief background on the concept of position-based equivalences and methods of measuring equivalence within a social network. This constitutes the backbone of the simulation-based workforce assignment framework proposed in this study.
Survey of Literature on Workforce Assignment
Allocation of labor force to available projects is a challenging task necessitating in-depth consideration of labor abilities as well as the project requirements by the development managers, or supervisors. 13, 14 Efficient matching of personnel to available projects may increase productivity with improved understaffing and under/over qualification of assigned workforce, reduced turnover rates, and decreased indirect labor costs. While the workforce assignment and its impact on performance have been widely recognized, until recently little research has been conducted to solve this problem, especially in the field of social networks. Research works, which have become prominent to the social networking area due to their contribution from different perspectives, are reviewed in this section. Bhadury et al. 15 discuss a network flow approach that helps managers assign employees to work groups in order to maximize the groups' diversity based on ethnic backgrounds, cultures, and work experiences and hence facilitate their effectiveness. In their approach, they first formulate the workforce assignment as a network flow problem by assuming that the workforce is classified into 'families', where individuals within a family are 'similar' but are very different from individuals in other families. They then develop an efficient exact algorithm with a particular objective of dispersing these family members as evenly into the workgroups as possible. While their algorithm is able to find more accurate and optimal solutions, compared with the existing methodologies based on heuristics, the performance of their model strongly relies on an assumed definition of the 'families' while the study lacks tests on real datasets obtained from actual organizations.
Hyldegard 16 addresses the workforce assignment problem from an intellectual experience point of view and explores whether members of a group behave differently from the individual and will the members of the team assimilate in the case where other members of a group demonstrate different behaviors. Here, during a project assignment which lasted seven weeks, two groups of information science students filled out a questionnaire and kept diaries of their activities and information-related behavior. Hyldegard 16 concludes at the end of his study that the contextual and social factors in a social network do have an effect on group members' physical activities and their cognitive and emotional experiences during a project assignment; therefore, these factors should be considered when performing workforce assignment.
Another study conducted by Gomar et al. 17 considers the mechanics of allocating workforce members given the multi-skilled workforce environment, given that workers possess a range of skills that allow them to participate in more than one task and thus, more than one social network. In their research, they develop a linear programming model to help optimize the multiskilled workforce assignment and allocation process in a construction project, or between the projects of one company. The particular objectives in their model were to minimize the total number of workers used on a project, the hires and fires of workers, and the number of switches of a worker from crew to crew. While their model can be useful for short-term allocation decisions and optimized by the allocation of multiskilled workers versus single-skilled workers, the potential of its application needs to be verified using actual construction project plans. Furthermore, in a more complicated network, the extension of more projects or companies needs to be considered. Additional closely related studies are compared in Table 1 in terms of their objectives, proposed approaches, conclusions drawn, and recommended extensions of the research.
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Background on Position-Based Equivalence
Building on recent research, considering the workforce assignment problem from allocation mechanism points of view, the proposed study considers the impact of involvement in the social network on the decision making process of workforce assignments using the concept of position-based equivalence (see Section 1). A brief background on position-based equivalence and its variations are provided in this section.
In the field of network analysis, equivalent structural positions of actors within networks have been of interest for more than three decades, and analyzed using various kinds of equivalences which are based on distinct theoretical grounding. From a theoretical perspective, there are three main approaches for measuring position based on equivalence: structural equivalence, automorphic equivalence, and regular equivalence. When considering the strictness of the definition, there is a hierarchical relationship among these three equivalence concepts with structural being the most restrictive, followed by automorphic, and regular equivalence being the least restrictive.
Structural equivalence is the earliest developed approach to equivalence in social networks; defined in 1971 by Lorrain et al. 22 When two nodes/actors in a network have the same relationships with all other nodes, these nodes are called structurally equivalent. 23 Structurally equivalent actors have identical ties and thus, are substitutable in the pattern of ties of the network. 22 Therefore, if actors are structurally equivalent based on trustworthiness, influence and reputation, they bring the same level of trust, influence and good reputation to a relationship, and thus, are substitutable. Structural equivalence is a compelling concept because it identifies actors who are completely substitutable; however, the definition of structural equivalence breaks down when structurally equivalent nodes are tied to each other. In addition, pure structural equivalence can rarely be found in actual networks. [24] [25] [26] The concept can be relaxed, though, for use in real networks by measuring the degree of structural equivalence, 27 which is one reason it is the type of equivalence most commonly used. 28 Another measure of equivalence, automorphic or isomorphic equivalence is based on the idea that sets of actors in a global social network structure can be equivalent because of the similar patterns of ties they have in their respective local structures. 23 Theoretically, automorphic equivalence is more attractive than structural equivalence since it more accurately relates to a purely structural position in a social network. On the other hand, computation of automorphic equivalence is difficult, and unlike structural equivalence, the concept cannot be relaxed for application to real world data, which limits its use in empirical work. 23, 24, 29 Lastly, regular equivalence captures the position concept by defining equivalence as having the same relations with equivalent others. Regular equivalence was developed to relax the equivalence assumptions because regular equivalence is more abstract and a network may have several possible ways to partition the actors that meet the definition of regular equivalence. Regular equivalence can be computed based on multiple relations, as with structural equivalence 24, 30, 31 . The usefulness of regular equivalence is that it is more relaxed than the other two forms equivalence and thus finds more equivalent nodes. Since it is the least restrictive form of equivalence, any set of structurally or automorphically equivalent nodes are also regularly equivalent; but regular equivalence will not necessarily mean nodes are equivalent based on automorphic or structural measures. 23 Position based on equivalence is a significant element that needs to be considered in workforce assignment because of its impact on short-term productivity and long-term robustness. Specifically, equivalence has an impact on productivity and robustness through its effect on innovation diffusion and opinion formation. The homogeneity of social groups that leads to innovation diffusion or consensus in opinion has been explained by two camps, one proposing it's due to group cohesion and the other due to equivalence in network position. 32 The evidence for equivalence is strong, for instance, in examining inter-organization contagion in corporate philanthropy, as demonstrated by Galaskiewicz et al. 33 who compared two models of contagion, one based on cohesion and the other on structural equivalence. The evidence strongly supported the structural and regular equivalence models, identified as actors who mimicked other actors with similar network positions. Therefore, in the simulation-based workforce assignment proposed in this study, network position is incorporated into the workforce assignment problem by means of structural and regular equivalences and the results obtained from this proposed work is compared against the ones obtained from earlier study by Celik et al. 12 leveraging embeddedness, a form of cohesion, into the team assignment problem.
2.2.1. Measurement of Equivalence. Many researchers have critiqued how equivalence has been measured in studies explaining its effect on social homogeneity, specifically in failing to separate communication among actors and influence on actors in their measures. 28, 32 Therefore, in this study we separate the two measures by using two separate forms of equivalence. We use structural equivalence in our innovation diffusion model, basing this on the idea that structurally equivalent actors receive the same information since they have the same communication patterns. 34 We then incorporate what effect social relationships not based on direct working relationships, such as influence and reputation, have on opinion formation, basing this on the idea that equivalent actors will form the same opinion as those equivalent to themselves in regard to these other social factors. 33 To do this, we use regular equivalence, because of its abstractness, in order to define equivalence in terms of these social attributes. Section 4.1.1 describes this process in a greater detail.
According to Stanley and Faust, 35 the two most commonly used metric families for the quantification of structural equivalence are the ones using Euclidean distance of the columns and rows of a sociomatrix and the ones using the correlation coefficient of the columns and rows of a sociomatrix. The correlation coefficient method is the basis of CONCOR, proposed by White et al. 27 as a way to examine patterns of similarities in ties among actors, or the degree of structural equivalence. Sailer 36 presents a generalization of the structural equivalence concept which refers to the extent with which two nodes are connected to other nodes that are similar to each other. He proposes some applications to illustrate that his new definition and computational procedure were more appropriate than CONCOR. Another study conducted by Batagelj et al. 37 discuss the procedures for establishing a partition of a network in terms of structural equivalence. In their approach, both direct and indirect approaches with the establishment of a network partition are analyzed. For the direct approach, a specified goodness-of-fit measure for block models as a criterion function to obtain partitions based on structural equivalence is proposed, a criterion function that can then be optimized to create a partition. For the indirect approach, a dissimilarity measure is first defined and then the appropriateness of dissimilarity measures for structural equivalence is assessed to illustrate the effectiveness of the approach.
The earliest developed measure for regular equivalence and the one most commonly adopted is the regular graph equivalence (REGE) algorithm. 35 REGE is an iterative algorithm that yields to a measure e ij of the extent of equivalence of all pairs of nodes i and j. This algorithm uses an iterative procedure and estimates of the degree of equivalence between a pair of actors is adjusted by the equivalence of alters where 'alters' are defined as all other actors in the network. Unlike other equivalence measures, REGE counts ties matched between a pair of actors and not the number of alters matched. Another approach, discussed by Borgatti and Everett, 38 explored the structure of the set of all regular equivalences, first introduced by White and Reitz. 26 This work by Borgatti and Everett 38 defines the class of regular equivalence, and after demonstrating that it actually forms a lattice, a more general approach is suggested, which is an extension to the REGE algorithm to compute certain elements of this lattice. In addition, Borgatti and Everett 38 discuss how the algorithm could be used to compute other forms of equivalence, such as structural and automorphic equivalence. This algorithm is especially useful when the strength of the relationship among actors is collected. It counts the number of links matched rather than the number of alters. Computation of the extent of regular equivalence among pairs of nodes in a network can be performed via algorithms implemented via computer programs. In this work, in order to compute the regular and structural equivalences between each pair of employees for evaluation purposes, we have developed the EREE algorithm adopting the aforementioned point system that was first introduced in the REGE algorithm.
Kuali Organizational Structure, Social Network and the Enhancement Request Process
Kuali Foundation is a non-profit organization in the United States designed to facilitate and coordinate the community-based software development partnerships among major universities and colleges. Formally announced in 2004, the goal of the Foundation is to design software that meets the needs of all sizes of institutions. Its member institutions include universities, colleges, and commercial firms that share a common vision of open, modular, and distributed software systems. Kuali initiatives include the Kuali Financial Systems (KFS), Kuali Coeus, Kuali Rice and Kuali Student. KFS, Kuali's first project, provides a comprehensive suite of financial software to all Carnegie Class institutions. The modular architecture of the product is touted as one of the software's important elements, which allows institutions to choose which functional elements they want to implement and to customize the product to fit their needs (see http://www.-kuali.org/kfs/). To demonstrate the validity and credibility of the proposed modeling work, a software enhancement request process in KFS is utilized. Our model discussed in this paper is intended as a tool to be used by development managers in the enhancement request process to construct an optimal workforce assignment.
Using the case of when partner institutions require changes to be implemented to their modules, Figure 1 depicts the enhancement request process in detail. The process begins with a Subject Matter Expert (SME) from a participating institution submitting required information using the enhancement request form, specifically (1) the primary component involved (KFS module in this case), (2) the priority (high, medium and low), (3) business need, (4) impact if not implemented, and (5) questions to be answered by the Development Manager (DM). The form is submitted to the DM who then provides additional information on the enhancement request form, including estimated effort required, technical impact (required technical challenge), and system impact (expected functional impact on any other modules or areas within the system). The DM submits the form to the Functional Council (FC) which then makes the final decision regarding the request. If the request is approved by the FC, the FC meets with the Project Manager (PM) in order to schedule the enhancement and delivers this decision to the DM. However, if the request is rejected, the SME may choose to appeal to the board regarding the decision. After reviewing the appeal, the board may affirm or override the FC's decision. Once an enhancement has been approved, the DM initiates the series of actions required for assignment of workforce to projects. As previously discussed, our work aims to build an optimal workforce assignment framework for use by the DM, considering both short-and long-term performance factors. This includes the evaluation of employee equivalence and assignment of the specific labor force to the current projects, which is shown in the gray box in the middle of the sequence diagram of the enhancement process (see Figure 1 ).
Proposed Workforce Assignment Considering Position in the Social Network
The workforce assignment framework proposed in this study is comprised of two main modules: the equivalence evaluation module and the workforce assignment module (see Figure 2 ). In the evaluation module, the behavior of a social network is predicted via an agent based simulation model, where each agent represents an individual with its own characteristics (attributes) in the organizational network. The evaluation module also entails the use of the DEP and EREE algorithm, both of which have been developed as part of this study. Given the requirements of a project, the evaluation module first determines the values of the three parameters that are found to reflect the social relationship similarity between each pair of employees involved in the project (i.e., trustworthiness, influence, reputation), while controlling for the effect organizational nesting (proximity) might have on how close they are in the whole social network in terms of their positions. These parameters have been found to be significant for the considered case of the KFS social network from a regression model. 39 Accepting the values of these significant independent parameters as inputs, which are determined as of time t for the social network, the DEP of the evaluation module computes the position value between each pair of employees. Then, based on these position values, the EREE algorithm determines the regular and structural equivalence among the members in the social network (see Section 4.1 for details).
Next, the assignment module, provided with the aforementioned regular and structural equivalence from the evaluation module, first selects a candidate workforce mix. Based on this candidate workforce mix, the assignment module then estimates the shortterm performance (i.e., productivity) as well as the long-term performance (i.e., robustness) of the organization via a multi-objective optimization involving a weighed summation of the productivity and potential gain in the innovation diffusion and opinion formation capabilities of the social workforce network. Then, the assignment module selects another candidate mix, and this iteration continues until an optimal workforce distribution is found. Once the optimal workforce mix is found, it is assigned for the realization of the project (see Section 4.2 for details).
Evaluation Module
Structural and Regular Equivalence
In this study, we use structural equivalence as an indicator of who communicates with whom and who does not, indicating the similarity of the pattern of communications which will impact the rate of innovation diffusion. Equivalent actors based on structural equivalence are likely to adopt the same innovations 40 (see Section 2 for details). We also use regular equivalence to find similarity among actors based on social attributes, attributes related to social relationships which go beyond the direct working relationships, and which influence opinion formation.
In order to capture position based on actual ties to others in the network, we compute position based on structural equivalence. The information structurally equivalent actors receive is likely to be the same; thus, position based on this type of equivalence influences the speed of innovation diffusion. To compute initial position values based on structural equivalence, our algorithm draws on data collected in a survey. Data on the work relationships between KFS members were collected through a survey in which respondents were asked to indicate whether or not they had a working relationship with each individual on the list 'over the past six months', and if so, what type of relationship. The three possible types of relationships were provided as communication, coordination, or collaboration.
In structural equivalence, two equivalent actors must have the same number of outgoing as well as incoming arcs, or ties, which ensures the one-to-one match between arcs to or from the equivalent actors. However, regular equivalence relaxes this one-to-one match to one-to-many match, and is based on identical ties to and from equivalent actors. Two graphs in Figure 3 depict the difference between structural equivalence and regular equivalence. Figure 3(a) shows that actors a and d are structural equivalent to each other. In Figure 3 (b), these two actors are no longer equivalent in terms of structure since a has two outgoing arcs while d only has one. However, actor a and d in Figure 3(b) have regular equivalence by definition since arc (d, e) could be equivalent to either arc (a, b) or arc (a, c). Because regular equivalence is more abstract than structural equivalence, a network may have several possible ways to partition the actors that meet the definition of regular equivalence. In fact, each set of actors that are structurally equivalent would also be regularly equivalent. As mentioned earlier, the earliest developed measure for regular equivalence and the one most used is the REGE algorithm. 41 This algorithm uses an iterative procedure, where the estimates of the degree of equivalence between a pair of actors are adjusted by the equivalence of alters. The number of iterations to be used in the algorithm must be decided. Unlike other equivalence measures, REGE counts ties matched between a pair of actors and not the number of alters matched. Like structural equivalence, block models can be used to represent the partitions of actors. Regular equivalence can be used to find similarity among actors and allows us to define what type of similarity we are interested in. Structural equivalence is useful to determine the subsets of actors based on which groups are working together and which groups are not.
As discussed earlier, the abstractness of regular equivalence allows us to define what type of similarity we are interested in. In this study, we examine similarity in position based on social attributes. The effect some argue structural equivalence has on social homogeneity has been criticized as including the effect of social influence. 32 Therefore, social influence and other such social relationships are, arguably, what can lead to opinion formation. We are specifically interested in equivalence based on reputation, influence, and trustworthiness. Measuring regular equivalence in this manner means equivalent actors will be those actors who have similar positions based on the number of out-going and incoming ties of reputation, influence, and trustworthiness. Increasing levels of equivalence among actors will translate into increasing levels of consensus of opinions. Also, by considering regular equivalence using these attributes in workforce assignment, shortterm productivity will increase by assigning equivalent actors to the same project.
The measures of reputation, influence, and trustworthiness are based on responses to the same survey used to collect data on the working relationships among KFS members. Specifically, KFS members were asked to rate the overall qualities of their relationships based on perceived trust (defined as 'can you trust the other person to keep his/her word, to do a good job, and to respond to you and your organization and unit's needs?'). Responses were based on a four-point scale from 'poor relationship/little trust' to 'excellent relationship/high trust'. Respondents were also asked to generate names of those they considered influential and as having a good reputation. The next section describes how these measures were translated into position values in the proposed work.
Furthermore, because geographical proximity is expected to impact social relationships, 41 a variable for proximity has been included in our regular equivalence model. Whether or not actors work at the same university in the KFS system is likely to affect how they view each other in terms of influence, reputation, and trustworthiness. Therefore, this variable has also been included in our regular equivalence algorithm.
Network Position and Parameters.
In this study, we introduce a generic formulation for the workforce assignment based on interactive relationships between each pair of employees, where each employee is represented by a separate agent. A position value is defined for every arc of a directed network, which represents the comprehensive evaluation of agent j given by agent i based on the three attributes denoted as trustworthiness (T ij ), influence (I ij ), and reputation (R ij ), while controlling for proximity (P ij ) (see Figure 2 ). Each one of these attributes can take values ranging from zero to one, depending on the individual relationships in the network. Mathematically, the position value (F ij ) is computed via the function 
defined in
where non-negative parameters a(t), b(t), g(t), and d(t) denote how significant each corresponding attribute is at a given time for a particular organization's assignment problem. The values of these parameters are determined by the DEP (which has been developed as part of this research) of the evaluation module as the social network evolves (see Section 4.1.3 for details). In the normalization step, the value obtained for F ij is divided by the sum of the values of {a, b, g, d} in order to obtain its normalized value. This step is included in order to receive a value of one for the position parameter when trustworthiness, influence, reputation, and proximity all have a value of one with their associated weights. Table 2 depicts an exemplary computation of the position value for a network of five nodes. Here, we consider an arbitrary company, which gives the most of its attention to reputation, hence higher weight values to this attribute and lesser weight values to the other three attributes. For exemplary purposes, we investigate the case where the weights of these attributes are determined by a uniform distribution as {a, b, g, d} ¼ {0.3, 0.3, 0.4, 0.2}. The value for each attribute between each pair of actors (i, j) is given in Table 2 , where the value of the trustworthiness attribute between actors one and three is 0.7 while the value of the influence attribute between the same pair is 0.5. Using Equation (1), the position value of arc (1, 3) is computed as 0.6. It should be noted here that because the sum of the values of these parameters equals to one at most in this particular example, both normalized and non-normalized position values result in the same values. Similarly, other position values in this network have been obtained and shown in Table 2 . Since F 12 ¼ F 35 , arc (1, 2) in terms of node one is equivalent to arc (3, 5) in terms of node three.
DEP in Defining Weight
Values. As mentioned earlier, the weight values, a(t), b(t), g(t), and d(t), denote the organization's preference for each attribute, which evolves as the social network of employees evolves over time. In reality, different objective-driven organizations may weigh the four attributes in different ways and may even place a majority of the weight on only one specific attribute.
For instance, in order to achieve high efficiency, the employees are required to trust each other much more in diversified organizations such as multinational companies than other kinds of organizations (i.e., centralized organizations, academic organizations, and service provision organizations), since the trustworthiness is the most basic and fundamental factor compared with other factors in this kind of organization. Thus, the weight assigned to the 'trustworthiness' attribute a(t) in diversified organizations will be more than weights that are assigned to other attributes. Trustworthiness, as well as being emphasized the most, is difficult to achieve in diversified organizations. Large-scale automotive manufacturing companies comprise a good example to this type of diversified organization. For nearly a decade, auto parts suppliers have been weaving globalized productive networks that operate on a worldwide basis, and setting up production research and development units in an increasing number of countries. The rapid globalization in the automobile industry has resulted in restructuring and modularization. Owing to the influence of the automakers and the trust that dominates business relationship in their culture, they continuously intensify their interactions and mutual trust with carmakers as well as with other suppliers to ensure compatibility. 42 The story may be different in centralized national organizations, where the network of first tier suppliers (production and research entities) are believed to perform more coherently when they are located in close distance to each other. Here, an organization who is a member of a supply chain relying on the 'just-in-time' principle and macro-components delivering leading to a leaner but productive flow system, may obviously give more credit to the 'proximity' attribute b(t) when planning new product lines. [42] [43] [44] Here, a good example would be Wal-Mart and the American automakers requiring their suppliers to have offices near to its headquarters.
For academic organizations, such as research labs and institutes, where the labor force typically consists of experienced seniors (e.g., professors and senior researchers) as well as their inexperienced fellows Table 2 . Position value between connected actors
(1 (e.g., students and junior researchers), these senior and junior fellows are usually involved in the same project. They are typically motivated to take advantage of each other's expertise and enthusiasm to work more collaboratively. In this case, peer influence and hierarchical influence are considered by the greater amount of weight assigned to the 'influence' attribute g(t). Lastly, service oriented organizations (e.g., consulting companies, restaurants and hotels), are typically concerned with increasing the reputation of their employees as it is essential to the customers and thus, to their business growth. 45 This situation can be reflected by increasing values for the 'reputation' attribute d(t).
While most organizations apply consistent long-term strategies, adaptation to the changing environment or a temporary change in the strategy is typically necessary. For instance, all types of organizations may want to increase how much weight is given to influence during the training period of new employees. In another case, if a centralized company has an urgent project requiring high-quality labor from different departments, trustworthiness may be more important during that particular project time period. Therefore, the preference vector for the aforementioned attributes would not be kept static. To address this problem, we have developed a DEP in this research to correspond to the dynamic evolution of preferences and identify the current values of the weights as the network evolves. The development of DEP was based on Decision Field Theory (DFT), originally built by, 46 and which provides a mathematical framework for understanding the cognitive mechanism behind the human deliberation process in making decisions under uncertain conditions. However, there are two main differences between the proposed DEP and DFT. First, in DFT, the preference state changes as a mechanism of only cognitive deliberations; while in DEP, the preference state changes through the combined mechanism of social environmental factors, personal deliberations and organizational structural changes. Secondly, the preference matrix in DFT represents the state of the system via a series (vector) of the same parameter; whereas in DEP, the preference matrix represents the state of the system via a combination of four different parameters, where each one is defined as a dedicated weight for a separate attribute.
In DEP, the preference state is calculated during the deliberation time using a linear system formulation, as given in
In Equation (2), the preference state matrix
represents the importance of each attribute at time t < T D . T D is a time when a decision has to be made. The preference state is updated at every time step h. Each element is explained below.
A demonstrates the stability of preference for each option by its structure. Here, the stability of a linear system means that the output of the system is always bounded given that the input is bounded as well. The diagonal elements of A represent the memory from the previous preference state, while the off-diagonal elements give the inhibitory interactions among competing options. There are two assumptions made in order to maintain the same amount of memory and interaction effects for each option: (1) Matrix A is symmetric, and (2) diagonal elements of A, which represent the memory from the previous preference state, have the same value. Moreover, all eigenvalues l i of A are less than one in magnitude to make the linear system stable (|l i | < 1). Given m attributes to n options respectively, V is the value matrix (n x m matrix) representing the subjective perceptions of a decision-maker by V(i, j). The weight vector W(t) allocates the portion of consideration given to each column j (characteristic) of V through W(j, 1), which is the only dynamic element in DEP. Finally, the contrast matrix E compares the weighted evaluations of each option, VW(t). As introduced by Lee et al., 47 in our case the preference increase of one option lowers the preference of alternative options, requiring C to be defined as C ii ¼ 1 and C ij ¼ À1/3 for i 6 ¼ j.
Whenever a new project comes in, DEP is schematically used, as shown in Figure 4 , to compute the weights of the attributes that are used to compute the position value between each pair of employees. Here, at every specified simulation time advancement h, the preference state matrix
The position values obtained from DEP, are then fed into the EREE algorithm (see Section 4.1.4 for details). The EREE algorithm can obtain regular equivalence values among each pair of employees (i.e., agents), which can then be used to conduct the workforce assignment for the incoming projects. The next section describes the EREE algorithm in detail.
4.1.4. The EREE Algorithm. Given the position values based on the weighted attributes determined using DEP (see Section 4.1.3), the goal of the EREE algorithm developed in this work is to calculate the regular and structural equivalences between each pair of employees for evaluation purpose. This algorithm adopts a point system that was first introduced by White 48 for computing role distances via the regular graph equivalence algorithm (REGE). The original point system and its modified version adopted in this work are shown in Table 3 (a) and (b) respectively (also see the network representation). In both cases, the point system allows bi-direction arcs to be matched with both one-direction and bi-direction arcs. If an arc a$i, hen arc {n Table. 3, n matched,ment Manager (DM) and submits it to the DM. ess need, 4)impact if not implemented, and 5)questiomatches another arc e$j, then two points are scored. Otherwise, if an arc a$i matches another arc e!j or arc e(j, only 1 point is scored. For each pair of nodes, the algorithm counts the matched points from one point of view (from one ego's perspective), and then repeats the process from the other point of view. Then, points from both nodes' perspectives are summed and divided by the maximum possible number of matches. For instance, in our exemplary network depicted in the last column of Table 2 , when we determine the regular equivalence values between the nodes one and three, we first take node one and consider its both incoming as well outgoing arcs. In this case, node one does not possess any incoming arcs. Out of its outgoing arcs, the arc that goes from node one to two can be matched from the arcs that goes from node three to either node four or node five (i.e., one match). Similarly, its second outgoing arc that goes from node one to node three can be matched from the arc that goes from node three to either node four or node five (i.e., one match). Here it should be noted that there does not need to be a one-toone match between the arcs where two outgoing arcs of node one can be matched with the same outgoing arc of node three. One-to-one match between arcs is considered in the case of structural equivalence as explained later in this section. As a result we obtain two matches from node one's side. Repeating the same procedure from node three's perspective, we obtain another two matches since the incoming arc of node three could not be matched with any arc related to node one (therefore is not counted). The maximum possible number of matches in this case becomes five, where two are obtained from node one's perspective and three more are obtained from node three's perspective. Therefore, the algorithm would compute the regular equivalence as ( 
This means nodes one and three are quite equivalent to each other in this network in terms of their regular equivalence values.
The EREE algorithm developed in this study differs from the original REGE algorithm in two main aspects. First, the original REGE algorithm is solely aimed at finding the regular equivalences in the network; whereas our EREE algorithm is aimed at finding both regular and structural equivalence between pairs of The partial pseudo code of the EREE algorithm for computation of structural equivalence among the members of social network is provided in Figure 5 . Second, while the original REGE algorithm was built to determine regular equivalence based on a single attribute; the EREE algorithm developed in this study determines regular equivalence based on four attributes. As discussed above, these four attributes are trustworthiness, influence, reputation, and proximity; attributes which have been shown to be significant in determining the network equivalences. Based on the same scoring principles as those of the REGE point system, a revised point system considering attributes has been implemented in our EREE algorithm (see Table 3 ). For example, if we consider nodes one (i.e., ego) and three (i.e., alter or other) in the network provided in Table 2 , EREE would compute the regular equivalence as
Here, the values '0.54' and '0.60' in the nominator are obtained as a result of the matching of the outgoing arcs of node one from the outgoing arcs of node three. Similarly, the values '0.44' and '0.54' are obtained as a result of the matching of the outgoing arcs of node three from the outgoing arcs of the node one. Since the incoming arc of node three cannot be matched with any other arc that is linked to node one, we have a value of '0' for the value corresponding to this incoming arc in the nominator. In the denominator, we have a value of '1' for each arc, either incoming or outgoing, that is linked to considered nodes. Here, node one (ego) has two outgoing arcs whereas node three (alter) has two outgoing arcs and one incoming arc resulting in a total of '5' as the maximum possible number of matches since each existing arc has a potential to be matched.
Comparing this result with the result from REGE, the considered weighted attributes have significant impact on the regular equivalence evaluation. By taking these attributes and weights into account, each pair of agents is evaluated in a more comprehensive way, where two agents, who are identified with high equivalence, will be able to substitute for each other in different projects. Developed decision making framework will use the equivalence levels of agents to help project managers decide on their team composition.
Assignment Module
As described earlier, the aim of this work is to find an optimal solution to the workforce assignment problem in an organization, considering the short-term as well as long-term benefits using structural equivalence and regular equivalence in the Kuali social network. The workforce assignment problem analyzed in this study can be solved for multiple projects at a time or a single project, depending on the need. The formulation denotes a multiple projects assignment problem. When n is set to one and k index is deleted from the formulation correspondingly, it denotes a single project assignment problem. Otherwise, it denotes multiple project assignment problems. The objective function of the assignment problem denotes the organization's short-term and long-term interests in terms of productivity and robustness factors, respectively. In Equation (3), m is the number of employees, n is the number of projects, A i is the maximum total number of projects that can be assigned to employee i, B k is the number of employees that need to be assigned to project k, and x ik (t) is the binary decision variable, meaning that employee i is assigned to project k at time t when x ik (t) is equal to one. The profit function P k (t) is defined in
where RE k (t) and SE k (t) are the total regular equivalence and structural equivalence among the members of the potential group k, respectively; and f and g represents the short-term and long-term objectives of the organization, respectively. The linear combination of f and g function with the controllable factor a provides representations for distinct types of organizations, which have relatively different emphasis on their short-term or long-term goals (e.g. a high-tech company versus government). Here a can take values between zero and one, RE aver (t þ Dt), RE k (t) and SE k (t) are predicted via simulation, and Dt is the time window (prediction length) for prediction. The various behaviors that the short-term productivity (f) function can characterize depends solely on the average regular equivalence values as explained before in Section 2, and details of different productivity functions (further classified into five categories) have been provided in the next section (Section 4.2.1). The long-term objectives of the organization (robustness) are affected from both the regular equivalence as well as structural equivalence values among its workforce, and in order to integrate both of these values (relational and structural equivalences), a linear relationship (denoted by the function g) is assumed similar to that of the one shown in the position value equation (see Equation (1)).
Here, in comparison to the structural equivalence, which only counts when two agents have exact same structural attributes with all other agents, the regular equivalence depends on social attributes such as trustworthiness (T ij ), influence (I ij ), and reputation (R ij ), while controlling for proximity (P ij ) (see Section 4.1.2). When we consider the regular and structural equivalence together in Equation (5), the proximity attribute in regular equivalence can be mainly captured by the structural equivalence calculating process. Therefore, the three major attributes (e.g. trustworthiness (T ij ), influence (I ij ), and reputation (R ij )) are considered in regular equivalence calculation in g function with a weight value of 0.75 and 0.25 given to regular equivalence and the structural equivalence, respectively. In the proposed assignment formulation, a can reflect two different situations depending on the considered system. First, it can represent how significant it is to obtain short-term benefits for a particular organization when the assignment is made for the entire set of projects. Second, it can represent how significant it is to obtain short-term benefits out of a single project when the assignment problem is solved for a particular project. Increased a values represent that obtaining immediate (short-term) results are more significant, whereas decreased a values represent that steady state (longterm) results are more critical for the organization. To this end, a value is expected to be high for hightech manufacturers (e.g., Apple, Intel, and Samsung), where timely introduction of new products against changing markets are quite important. 49 On the other hand, a value is expected to be low for government institutions, public services and construction business, where the existence of the organization is dependent on their long-term success. 50 
Productivity (f in the Objective Function).
In this section, we explain how the short-term goals (by means of productivity) of different types of organizations (companies) are formalized based on regular equivalence throughout the development stages of the company.
In order to show how regular equivalence is incorporated into our formulation and how it plays a vital role in making workforce assignment decision, we first clarify the notation of regular equivalence in our model. In general, at every certain time period t, we have the regular equivalence matrix RE(t) for the entire workforce in the company: 
where a mm ¼ 1, 1 m n, 0 a ij ¼ a ji 1, 1 i, j n, i 6 ¼ j. In this matrix, every pair of employees, i and j, has a value (which is between zero and one) which represents their regular equivalence. Again this value is determined based on mutual trustworthiness, influence, and reputation, as well as the proximity (from organizational nesting) of the two individuals. The matrix value of RE(t) is a measure of regular equivalence between each pair of employees at a certain time period, which changes dynamically throughout the development stages of the company. High values of this measure indicate two employees are similar in how they are perceived by each other in terms of social attributes, while low values indicate there is a discrepancy in how they perceive each other. Then, when there is a project assigned to a certain workforce combination of k persons, they form a k-persons team to do the project. Here, we use the arithmetic average to formulize the average regular equivalence in this k-person team as RE aver ðtÞ ¼
In the early growth stage of a company, a company concentrates mainly on the expansion of sales and market and the recruitment of employees. Therefore, during this period of development, most of the organizations concentrate on communication, coordination as well as collaboration in order to develop products, retain the business growth, and penetrate the market. Relying on a workforce that is comfortable with each other and which perceives each other as equal peers does give a company an advantage, but establishing this type of workforce takes time and a company in the early growth stage is unlikely to have such a foundation built. Thus, regular equivalence based on trustworthiness, influence, reputation and proximity in our study will play a significant role during this period of organization development. During the early growth stage of a company, we propose four different productivity functions based on regular equivalence in four different categories of organization based on case studies conducted in real industrial companies or devised in literatures. Figure 6 (a) depicts the organizations whose productivity increases faster when regular equivalence intensity grows in an early (initial) stage, rather than in the growth stage. Here, it would not be very beneficial to intensify the regular equivalence beyond the initial stage since it would have only a modest effect on productivity. This class encompasses organizations that might operate with minimal support staff and financial assurance, and struggle to survive. For instance, in the telecommunications industry after the AT&T breakup and the NTT divestiture, companies faced these issues and in similar conditions, the regular equivalence would be very important for the early stage of the organization development. 51 The corresponding function that is used in our study to represent the behavior of this class is given in f 1 RE aver ðtÞ ð Þ¼1 À ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi e À9RE aver ðtÞ p ð8Þ Figure 6 (b) depicts a positive linear relationship between regular equivalence intensity and productivity.
Thus, the more intense the relationship, the higher productivity is. Unlike the first graph (as shown in Figure 6 (a)), the rate of productivity is constant across levels of regular equivalence. This class of organizations includes those which benefit from increased levels of regular equivalence. These organizations usually focus on multi-disciplinary projects with the involvement of various specialized groups, where high trustworthiness, better influence as well as good reputation become the key to success. Organizations, which are formed by multiple universities to reach their common objectives, belong to this class (i.e., Kuali). 52 The corresponding function that is used in our study to represent the behavior of this class is f 2 ðRE aver ðtÞÞ ¼ 0:95RE aver ðtÞ ð 9Þ Figure 7 (a) illustrates a case where a company's productivity increases faster when the regular equivalence increases during the growth stage, rather than when the regular equivalence increases during the early stage, or say from early stage to growth stage. In these types of organizations, it is very beneficial to intensify the regular equivalence during the growth stage since it has a tremendous effect on productivity. A company that relies on an improved product, a new technology, or an expanded product line to survive in the market (i.e., Lenovo Computer, GSD&M, Manco, and Roberts Express) belongs to this category. 53 The corresponding function that is used in our study to represent the behavior of this class is
16 ð10Þ Figure 7 (b) as well as its associated function f 4 represents a particular type of an organization which is in an early development state in its life cycle.
Large companies with many stores in dispersed locations which require relatively low levels of technology belong to this category (i.e., Food Store and Walmart). For instance, let us consider a food chain opening a new store. At the beginning, the store has an initial productivity level of 0.2. However, majority of the employees are newly hired and unfamiliar with the working environment. Therefore, adaptation to the work process is expected consume considerable amounts of their efforts as these employees focus on developing their cooperation skills while creating a healthy working atmosphere for an initial period of time. This adaptation process itself results in decreased productivity even though their equivalence levels may be increasing. However, once their regular equivalence hits a certain threshold (in this case 0.2), the impact of adaptation process on the productivity decays and the productivity increases with increased levels of regular equivalences. On the other hand, if a team of employees, for which the average regular equivalence is already beyond a certain threshold, are hired all together, then the productivity is not affected by the adaptation process and increases as the level of average regular equivalence is increased. The corresponding function to model the behavior of this class is f 4 RE aver ðtÞ ð Þ¼2:8RE 2 aver ðtÞ À 1:12RE aver ðtÞ þ 0:212 ð11Þ
After the early and growth stages of development, the company evolves to a new development stage, typically referred to as the maturity stage. In some cases, there might be a small period between the growth stage and maturity stage called the prematurity stage; in this work, however, we neglected the influence of this stage, as its degree of effect is not countable when compared with the effects of the other stages. In this maturity state, the relationship between the productivity function and the regular equivalence is more complex than the relationships given for earlier stages. Here, Figure 8 presents the case in which after evolving into the maturity stage, a company has expanded enough products into the market and business sales tend to be steady. At this stage, the business has reached the point where the fruits of labor can be realized and the company has attacked its market and refined its product well. However, after this point (i.e., when the average regular equivalence level in the organization is greater than 0.85), the productivity cannot be increased due to the excess strength of regular equivalence. Moreover, the productivity may start to slightly decrease as the transfer of business becomes hard to realize, conflict of interest exists among some high regular equivalence teams, or hardships occur for new employees to break in high regular equivalence teams (i.e., CircuitCity when bought out by Systemax Inc., and Cingular when merged with AT&T). 54 The corresponding function to be used in this model is f 5 ðRE aver ðtÞÞ ¼ À8:33 RE aver ðtÞ À 0:82
4.2.2. Robustness (g in the Objective Function). In this study, two metrics of robustness are adopted; opinion formation and innovation diffusion, both of which are widely studied in the literature to estimate the long-term benefits of the assignment. Efforts have been made in the past to analyze the impact of these two metrics not only in different application areas (e.g., multi-organizations) but also for theoretical research (e.g., computational organization theory). 55 Both of these metrics are discussed in the following sections separately.
Opinion Formation.
In an organization, employees exchange opinions while collaborating or socially interacting with each other. The process of cumulating daily ideas into a concrete opinion among a majority is defined as opinion formation. There are numerous factors affecting opinion formation that have been discussed in the previous literature, one of which is the social role impact first introduced by Latane´. 56 Latane´used the concept of social distance (based on the distance between two individual's beliefs and ideals) to determine their social impact on each other when personal opinion updates (see Equation (13)). According to the formulation provided in their study, each individual i updates his/her opinion state (s i ) with a probability p(A i ) based on s i ¼ þ1 with probability pðA i Þ À1 with ssprobability 1 À pðA i Þ where pðA i Þ ¼ e
In Equation (13), h is the social noise which depends on the overall trustworthiness in the social network, and I j is the influence of an individual j over the social network, RE ij is the regular equivalence between individuals i and j, s i is the opinion of each individual i, and h is the external information. With larger RE ij values (individual i is regularly more equivalent to individual j), p(A i ), the probability that the two individuals have similar opinions, tends to be larger.
Innovation Diffusion.
When a new idea is formed, the management of an organization may evaluate and easily adopt it or instead may be resistant to adopt it. The evaluation and adoption process of these new ideas is defined as innovation diffusion. In the literature, one of the agreed upon key factors affecting an organization's innovation diffusion capability is organizational structure. 55 One of the models aimed at defining the innovation diffusion capability by relying on the processing capability of the agents in the organization was introduced by DeCanio et al. 57 In our work, a modified version of their model (state update equation) was adopted. The model was modified by replacing their connectedness parameter with our structural equivalence parameter, so that it could be applied to more general cases with various types of organization structures that are studied in this work. To this end, the probability of an individual i in the organizational network changes his/her state as defined in
where
where the binary variable y j denotes the state of individual j, and SE ij denotes the structural equivalence between individuals i and j. In the same formulation, Figure 8 . Relationship between RE(t) and productivity for an organization of types f 5 .
the parameter c is defined to represent the processing power of the agents unambiguously in a monotonic way. For a large c, the function is located close to the vertical axis and the agents have a high probability of making the transition from the one state to the one state. For smaller c values, the function is shifted to the right. This means that a relatively larger fraction of the agents have to be in the one state to induce a transition. For a small c (low processing power), a situation of complete connectedness can actually slow down the process of innovation, because even if an improvement is adopted by one member of the organization, the non-linearity of the function will impede its diffusion. 57, 58 An individual i in the network then updates its state by
Similar to opinion formation, when individuals i and j have structurally equivalent position in the organization (i.e., for large values of SE ij (t)), it is highly likely that their innovation will be accepted by the organization and executed by their subordinates in a faster pace. However, when the said individuals do not possess the same social role (i.e., are not structurally equivalent) formation of opinions may be hindered due to the lack of mutual understanding between sources i and j. Therefore, in our agent based simulation, the values of the parameter, SE ij (t), shows smaller values if the considered agents i and j are not structurally equivalent, which results in decreased probability of change of state of individual i in the organizational network. On the other hand, the values of the parameter, SE ij (t), shows larger values if the considered agents i and j are structurally equivalent resulting in increased probability of change of state of individual i in the organizational network.
Experiments and Results
In this section, the results obtained from the proposed simulation-based workforce assignment framework considering position notion in a social network are presented with a focus on the enhancement request process in the Kuali organization. In the Kuali environment, the workforce assignment of projects is currently being done by the development managers (see Section 3). They assign developers to projects mainly by considering the scheduled workload and qualifications of the developers without considering the underlying social roles of the developers. This aforementioned method of assignment currently used by Kuali is referred to as workload-based assignment in this study. In the agent-based simulation model developed in this work to represent the Kuali social network, each developer as well as development manager is modeled as a separate agent having its own attributes, social roles and connections. The model contains 46 different agents whose related information has been derived based on the data collected from a survey on the Kuali employees. The data were collected in the spring of 2008, when the Kuali organization had reached a stage of relative maturity. We surveyed all individuals serving on the Kuali Board, the Functional Council, or the Technical Council. The final list included 46 individuals and since it is important to have a high response rate for network studies, we sent several reminders about the survey. We were able to collect surveys from all individuals, save one and our final response rate was thus 98% (46/47) . We confirmed all reported relationships to enhance the reliability of self-report network data. 59 The basis of the confirmation process was a minimum approach, which means the lowest intensity relationship indicated by the two nodes in each dyad was the one recorded. The factors affecting the social position were also identified from the same survey. Respondents were asked to rate the trustworthiness of only those individuals with whom they had a working relationship. Ratings of influence and reputation were not based on working relationships and reflect who is perceived as influential and as having a good reputation in the task network. The historical data on the enhancement requests from Kuali workflow system was used to determine various characteristics of the projects that need to be assigned (e.g., range for project duration, average number of people involved in each project, number of leaders needed).
During the experiments of this study, all 46 developers in Kuali system have been incorporated in the model in order to illustrate a complete evaluation and workforce assignment process for a new project. During the model initialization, developers' attributes as well as the team's characteristics are provided for evaluation module from the historical data as explained above. Then, the DM first checks how many developers are needed for the new project and the number of available developers that could be assigned to the project (see the sequence diagram in Figure 1 ). If there is adequate number of developers, the evaluation module obtains the position value of each available workforce based on their attributes and the organizational characteristics (see Equation (1)). Next, the Regular Equivalence and Structural Equivalence between each pair of available workforce are calculated and fed to the assignment module. The assignment process further consists of two steps where we first partner each available developer with all other available developers and obtain the productivity from each pair. Then, the pair that gives maximal productivity is selected into the project team. The assignment module repeats these two steps until the project team is completely formed (the number of team members assigned becomes equal to the number of team members needed, or the project size). The assigned developers are excluded from the available developers list for next projects during the time that they keep their status as assigned. After a project assignment is completed, the opinion formation and innovation diffusion values of the whole network are updated (46 developers) as described in Section 4.2.2, and the assignment process restarts for the next available project in line. The model assigns 30 projects in total, each having various numbers of stakeholders (developers) and lasting an average of two months. The optimization problem of the assignment provided in Section 4.2 is solved using a widely known Greedy algorithm, 60 which guarantees at least half of the optimum result to be in computational time of
Regarding the parameters that are used to demonstrate the results of this study, the 'innovation diffusion' parameter represents the number of time steps necessary for a recently presented idea to be accepted by all of the stakeholders (i.e., members of the social network). Therefore, the lesser the values, the more promising the results are since this means it takes a shorter amount of time for the network to diffuse innovations. In the aforementioned cases, the structure of the organization is being shaped in such a way that the organization members comply with new concepts and are capable of quickly adapting to altering settings.
In contrast, larger values of the parameter 'innovation diffusion' represent the fact that the structure of the organization is being shaped in such a way that the organization members are not receptive to unfamiliar and newly introduced ideas. Larger values of 'innovation diffusion' also demonstrate the social network's drive towards preserving already accustomed principles, thoughts, concepts and relations. Analogously, the smaller values are favorable in 'opinion formation' parameter, which demonstrates the number of time steps needed for the evolution of a set of opinions through the whole network considering the dependence on network members to shape their views. Opinions are formed based on the interactions that take place among the individuals of the network.
The dynamic change of regular equivalence levels (total for each developer) in the developed agent based simulation model is represented in Figure 9 . In the developed model, the regular equivalence levels of agents are demonstrated via four levels, where lower levels represent the lower levels of equivalences and similarly, higher levels represent the higher levels of equivalences. In Figure 9 , the agents depicted in white, dotted white, gray and black represent the regular equivalence levels one, two, three and four, respectively. Figure 9 (a) and (b) show screen shots of the simulated Kuali social network at different times of a single simulation, where the first and second ones correspond to the moments when nine workforce assignments and 30 workforce assignments have been made, respectively. During the simulation, each time a workforce assignment is placed based on the equivalence Figure 9 . Representation of dynamic change (at two time instances) of regular equivalence levels in the developed agent-based simulation model. levels of agents, the lines connecting participating agents change. Also, the level of involvement in an assigned team is only considered as a binary variable in this work where zero and one means no involvement, and full involvement, respectively. Next, in Figure 10 , the dynamic change of the preference state matrix
is shown when DEP is called upon to update at every specified simulation time advancement h. Here, DEP is used to compute the weights of the attributes that are used to compute the position value between each pair of employees. Then, the obtained position values are fed into the EREE algorithm (see Section 4.1.4 for details) to obtain regular and structural equivalence values among each pair of employees (i.e., agents) in order to conduct the workforce assignment for the incoming projects. In our model, we specify a fixed time interval to check the updates of the regular equivalence values, and every time the regular equivalence values are updated, the new workforce assignment is conducted if the assignment conditions are satisfied.
In this study, the performance of the proposed workforce assignment methodology is compared with the results obtained from the embeddedness-based assignment framework developed by Celik et al. 12 and the workload-based assignment. In their study, the authors constructed a simulation based workforce allocation structure based on the underlying social embeddedness within the network and revealed that the allocation outcomes obtained from their structure outperformed the allocation outcomes obtained from employee workload-based assignment. In terms of 'opinion formation' and 'total relational embeddedness', their assignment methodology outperformed the workload-based assignment method regardless of the type or the behavior of the organization (among the organization types they introduce). In terms of 'innovation diffusion', their assignment methodology revealed considerably lower values than those obtained from the workload-based assignment method in general. However, for particular organizations, increasing the embeddedness from the coordination level to the collaboration level had an exponential impact on an organization's productivity. When members have very strong bonds with their fellow employees and tend not to accept any new employees unless they already know them externally, the innovation diffusion results obtained from their workforce allocation structure, as well as the ones obtained from workforce based assignment, become quite similar. Diffusion of innovation tends to involve more steps among the members of an organization when employees share the same beliefs, insights, desires and passions.
In order to test the long-term robustness and performance of organizations, 'innovation diffusion' and 'opinion formation' indexes are used as given in Section 4.2.2. The average values and the 95% confidence intervals of both indexes have been computed from 20 independent runs, each with 40 replications of the developed agent-based simulation. The simulation has made workforce assignments for 30 different projects during each run considering the underlying social network structure, especially the social positions of agents. The 'innovation diffusion' and 'opinion formation' results obtained from workforce allocation modeled by Celik et al. 12 and the proposed simulation-based workforce assignment framework in this study considering position notion are summarized in Tables 3 and 4 , respectively for various types of organization cultures. The change in the relationship between the total regular equivalence and productivity for individuals belonging to that organization are detailed in Section 4.2.1. Among these functions which are used to test the validity of the proposed approach, functions f1, f2 and f3 are comparable with the same three functions tested by Celik et al. 12 However, the behavior represented in functions f4 and f5 in our study are quite different from the ones tested in the aforementioned earlier study. Values obtained for both 'innovation diffusion' and 'opinion formation' using our proposed assignment framework are substantially lower than those obtained from the embeddedness-based workforce allocation structure for the set of functions f1 through f3. Furthermore, for the same set of functions, the average improvement in 'innovation diffusion' observed was 24.28%, and the maximum improvement observed was 47% in f3. Similarly, for the same set of functions, the average improvement in 'opinion formation' observed was 15.47%, while the maximum improvement observed was 31%, again in f3. Figure 11 compares the specific robustness results (i.e., 'innovation diffusion' and 'opinion formation') obtained from the proposed position-based workforce assignment framework with those obtained from the embeddedness-based Celik et al. 12 and workloadbased assignment methods for the case of Kuali against varying a values. As the workload-based assignment does not retain any weights (i.e., a values), the same average value attained for 'innovation diffusion' and 'opinion formation' parameters were utilized for varying levels of a. It is observed from Figure 11 (a) that while the embeddedness-based assignment outperforms the workload-based assignment in most cases (especially for a values greater than 0.8), the performance of the proposed position-based assignment framework when considering both short-term and long-term benefits of the organization, surpasses the performance of both the embeddedness-based assignment and the workload-based assignment techniques, regardless of the a values. The 'opinion formation' values obtained from the embeddedness -based assignment get closest to those obtained from the position-based assignment when the a value approaches one, the case where the organization is only focused on its long-term goals and survival rather than its short-term productivity goals. As mentioned before, governmental agencies are a good example of this category of organizations, where the social network of employees is enhanced due to low turnover rate and less market pressure. Therefore, the improvement in social roles and mutual connectedness reaches a steady state. Figure 11 (b) demonstrates that the results obtained from the embeddedness-based assignment in terms of 'opinion formation' were similar to those obtained from the workload-based assignment, and neither of them showed significant improvement against each other. However, the proposed position-based assignment method showed at least an 18% lesser value in 'opinion formation' when compared with the best assessment obtained from any of the mentioned methods.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this research, we have proposed a novel simulationbased workforce assignment framework based on position in a social network. The aim is to aid project or development managers of globally distributed software development projects conduct optimal assignments. The proposed framework, which operates considering both short-term (e.g., productivity of near-term projects) and long-term (e.g., robustness of the organization against potential departure of key personnel, workforce training) benefits of the software development process, involves an evaluation module and an assignment module. For the evaluation module, an agent-based simulation model has been developed to represent the social network under consideration. The DEP and EREE algorithm have been developed as part of the evaluation module and embedded into the agentbased simulation model to calculate the changing position values between each pair of employees using network characteristics and to compute the regular and structural equivalence values between each pair of workforce members based on these position values, respectively. The assignment module incorporates a multi-objective optimization model. The use of the proposed modeling framework has been demonstrated in particular for the software enhancement request process in Kuali, an alliance based open source software development project involving 12 universities, and for various other types of organizations in general. This framework, however, can also be implemented for different organizations with various processes by adjusting the corresponding position parameter based on the system characteristics.
The performance of the proposed workforce assignment methodology has been compared with the results (i.e., 'innovation diffusion' and 'opinion formation') obtained from the embeddedness-based assignment framework developed by Celik et al. 12 and the ones obtained from workload-based assignment. The average and the 95% confidence intervals of 'innovation diffusion' and 'opinion formation' values were computed for various types of organization cultures, where the relationship changes between the total regular equivalence and productivity for individuals belonging to those organizations. Results acquired for both 'innovation diffusion' and 'opinion formation' using our proposed assignment framework outperformed those obtained from the embeddedness-based workforce allocation structure and the workload-based assignment method with substantially lower values for the set of functions f1 through f3. Since the behavior represented in functions f4 and f5 in our study are quite different from the ones tested in the aforementioned earlier study, no comparison was conducted on those. Moreover, for the same set of functions, the average and maximum improvement in 'innovation diffusion' observed was 24.28% and 47% (in f3), respectively. Similarly, for the same set of functions, the average improvement in 'opinion formation' observed was 15.47% and the maximum improvement observed was 31% (again in f3). Next, the specific robustness results obtained from the proposed position-based workforce assignment framework were compared with those obtained from embeddedness-based and workloadbased assignment methods for the case of Kuali against varying a values. It has been observed that while the embeddedness-based workforce assignment outperformed the workload-based assignment, in most cases (especially for a values greater than 0.8), the performance of the proposed position-based assignment framework considering both short-term and long-term benefits of the organization surpassed the performance of both the embeddedness-based assignment and the workload-based assignment techniques, regardless of the a values. Furthermore, the proposed positionbased workforce assignment method showed at least an 18% lesser value in 'opinion formation' when compared with the best assessment obtained from any of the mentioned methods.
Experiment outcomes reveal that the proposed modeling framework is quite promising in helping development or project managers of a multi-organization project conduct optimal workforce assignment by considering the underlying social network characteristics, particularly network position based on equivalence. Initiatives have taken place for constructing a comprehensive database to store and process the data coming from the workflow system is underway for the case of Kuali. Therefore, in future studies, the authors plan to conduct exhaustive experiments to enhance the accuracy and validity of the proposed methodology by incorporating the real time data as soon as it becomes available in the workflow system. This way, it can be used by the development managers any time during their operations. Various other factors that might affect the best possible assignment, such as qualifications of the workforce, the quality and speed requirements of the project, and the development managers' perceptions regarding characteristics and capabilities of the employees are considered as part of another venue of increasing the capabilities of proposed study. Furthermore, the proposed framework will be extended to other project-based multi-organizational networks, where the quality of the resultant tasks is just as important as their completion dates. 
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